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About This Content

Extend your gaming experience with a new official extension for Farming Simulator 15!

The Holmer DLC contains 2 brand new vehicles and 7 pieces of farming equipment from Holmer, Bergmann and Zunhammer:
a sugar beet harvester, a system vehicle with several modules and more.

The DLC contains the following equipment:

HOLMER Terra Variant 600 eco Tractor

HOLMER GB 25 Grain Tank (Auger wagon)

HOLMER RB 35 Sugar Beet Tank (Auger wagon)

HOLMER Terra Dos T4-40 Sugar Beet Harvester

HOLMER HR 9 Header

HOLMER Header Transport Trailer

BERGMANN TSW A 19 TV Manure Spreader
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ZUNHAMMER TV Slurry Tank

ZUNHAMMER Vibro Slurry Spreader and Cultivator

Once downloaded, the additional content will be available in the in-game shop. Please note that you will need sufficient in-game
currency to buy them.
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i cant download this addon. Great Game only prob is when I download mods from Steam they dont show up in my game .... not
good when you pay for them !

Locks. This DLC makes sugar beet harvesting more effective and more interesting!. Loving it, Now I can sell my other trackors
and get 2 of the Terras. I have a reason to get into beet farming now. I rate 10\/10.

I was hyped when I preorderd it. I was working my butt off to gather 1mill to be able to buy these items that come with this
pack. (No not irl money) I just looked at the items today (3\/10\/2016 being the realess date.) and I was amazed of the detail.
Running Every High graphics I must add. Now I get to show it off to my friends. (xD)

If you have not goten it downloaded by now, restart steam, Or your pc.

~DeTurtle. great for the price for anyone that is tryed of the same old vehicles and want to spice up there game. love it
. There are many things to do in Farming SImulator 15 without the need for this DLC. Personally, I'm happy farming corn and
wheat, with a mix of animals while I'm watching my crops grow. If I get tired of that, I dabble in forrestry, as I edit most of my
maps to have trees and grass in the fields, instead of them being ready to go once purchased.

I have over 700 hours in this game, and I've only planted sugar beets once. It just wasn't that much fun to me when I already
loved what I had been doing.

I say all of the above to remind people on a tight budget that you don't really need this DLC. If you have fun in this game, you
don't need to feel left out by not getting this mod. There has already been a good sugar beet harvester out for almost a year: 
http:\/\/fs-uk.com\/mods\/view\/36521\/ropa-euro-tiger-v8-3-xl-pack

This mod does include more than just a sugar beet harvester though, and is a wonderful addition to the game if you already love
to farm sugar beets. It has inspired me to vary my crops a bit more and is a joy to drive. It adds quite a bit more to the game
than something like the New Holland bundle did. That DLC was nice, and gave more variation in equipment, but the new
equipment didn't fit any new roles. It wasn't better, bigger or different than the Krone already in the game. I'm not complaining
about that DLC, I love it, but I compare to say that the Holmer DLC is much better in that it adds a new brand and new
equipment to the game.

. If you like beet harvesting, then this is for you. Even if you don't like beet harvesting you still get the 600 Eco which has lots of
awesome capabilities ranging from pulling trailers to slurry application. A great DLC for all farming sim fans!. its a very good
game but the dlc was late

. seems cool 10\/10 would vehicle again...
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